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STRATOXER 1 
Project to develop drug for human toxic and/or radiation protection

Hungarian scientist invented and patented a new molecule family. The members 
of the molecule group representing antidote to remove the toxic/dangerous 
elements such as: 

(a) Representing antidote to remove various heavy metals such as lead, tin, mercury etc. It is 
well known that many industrial activities discharge harmful heavy metal compounds, 
which can be accumulated in the human bodies and other living entities causing 
disastrous health consequences.

(b) Representing antidote to remove active radioisotope from living organisms. It is also 
well known, that the nuclear fissions in the experimental, isotope-producing, or energy-
supplying nuclear reactors are accompanied by the formation of considerable amount of 
radioactive by-products, including extremely hazardous radioactive isotopes. Among 
them two isotopes are capable to persist for decades in the human body such as 
iodine, which cumulates in the thyroid gland, and strontium (90Sr), which cumulates 
in the bones. The 90Sr as beta-ray emitter has especially heavy hazard on living 
organism, which originated from chemical similarity to calcium. Entering the human 
body the strontium replaces the calcium, causing bone cancer, leukemia, genetic 
alteration etc. In the Chernobyl region nowadays, still 3 million people are suffering 
from 90Sr contamination, because the half time is 17 years. God knows the harmful 
genetic effects for the next generations! The new molecule can make more than 200 
times stabile selective complex with 90Sr than that with calcium. The invented 
molecule is suitable to reach immediately the pharmacological effect without any toxic 
side.

The market of the product 

The aim of this development project is to provide a marketable product for the human 
radiation protection based on this molecule(s). The family of is protected by Worldwide 
applications 2011 HU 2012 US RU EP JP WO HU  owned by a Hungarian business entity2 
financed the research work until now.

The potential market of the radiation protection medicine is enormous. There are 440 nuclear 
plants running in 32 countries all over the world3. In 1998 year, they were producing 18 % of 
the electric energy of the world. One example France4 where the state allocate tablets against 
iodine contamination for every household. They claim with the iodine they prevent 40 % of 
the long-term contamination. That means with the new molecule the effectiveness can raise 
theoretically 100 %.  Counting on 50 million people with stockpiling in every three year and 
with only 2-10 EUR profit on unit production, the benefit can be calculated in 100-500 
million EUR/three years based only on French needs, and billion dollars worldwide. This 
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3 See maps  next
4 58 nuclear plants.  50 million inhabitants.
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is a reliable calculation because it is a high importance pharmaceutical, which has no 
concurrency.

The marketing is based on the obligatory stockpiling. This is prescribed by 
governments/civilian defense agencies or similar central entities being responsible to diminish 
the health consequences of a potential civil or military nuclear disaster. Taking into 
consideration the number and the geographical locations of the nuclear power stations the 
affected population worldwide 15 times greater than the French potential: It is in the 
range of 800 – 1200 million people5. In case of military events, this number – of course – 
could be much greater. This figure mostly will depend on the marketing success of the drug as 
permitted medicinal product for human use to diminish the harmful effects of nuclear 
radiation. The marketing activity would target the potential customers, including 
governments, international institutions, non-government organizations, pharmaceutical 
traders, etc. The convincing governments/international and/or national agencies requires very 
strong lobbying effort, costing substantial amount of money. 

Further development activities needed

In order accomplish the production of the medicament on industrial scales, there are further 
development steps to be executed, namely to prove the human applicability of the drug and 
register it as permitted medicine, and organize the manufacturing of the required quantity.

The procedure of certifying the human applicability is a complex mostly administrative and 
time and money consuming process. The time requirement is approximately only 
fifteen/twenty month6, the overall financing demanded to execute can be estimated 
around M15-20 EUR. It is important to note, that the molecule to be developed is not a 
medicament being useful in case of standard human malady, illness, or deceases, but it is a 
special preventive substance in case of emergencies involving radioactive materials. In the 
event of a radiological emergency, e.g. Nuclear Power Plant Incidents, Nuclear Explosions, or 
Radiological Dispersion Devices emergency response is needed. The R&D project will 
include the development of the appropriate synthesis method of the active pharmaceutical 
ingredient; the investigation of quality, toxicology, effectiveness, executing animal 
experiments; development of stabile, safe and efficient medicinal product; and – finally - 
clinical trials to prove the human applicability of the medicinal product. The pharmaceutical 
practically has not biological effect; simply it limits the radiation exposure – the radiation 
dose – by removing the source of radiation from the human body without any side effect. It is 
a pharmaceutical for the emergency kit, prescribed in many industrialized countries. The 
application of pharmaceutical does not require any special knowledge; many people can be 
treated during short time when it is needed, as an ever- ready agent at disasters in the civil 
defense, in the army, as well as in the research institutes and nuclear reactors.

The manufacturing of the product on industrial scales does not require any special procedure, 
or equipment or technologies; consequently, it can be arranged and settled at any 
pharmaceutical factory, without any substantial additional costs. Nevertheless, in case of great 
demand it is merit to consider establishing new and specialized production capacity.

5 See figure next
6 This is a so called catastrofic drugs requires short development time 
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The evacuation zones
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